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Prova Waterproof Laminate
Prova Waterstop Laminate flooring designed to be water-resistant extra
durable and easy to maintain. Featuring latest flooring designs and beautiful
Embossed-In-Register surface for an authentic wood feel.
Prova Waterstop Laminate used high definition printing, the natural look and
feel of natural timber flooring with grain structure and flaw.
Prova Waterstop Laminate have top of the hardest rating (AC5), its protective
wear layer is excellent for indentation resistance. It also certified high moisture
resistant, making it highly stable and durable.

AC5
AC5 Carb 2 Core
Laminate Flooring receive an AC rating based
on its performance under a multitude of key
stress points including heat, moisture, scratch
and scuffs. At AC5 Prova Waterstop Laminate is
highly durable and suitable for commercial use
and areas of high traffic.

Product Specifications
VOC
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Type

48hr Water-resistant Laminate

Thickness

12.3mm

Surface

Matt Finish

Board Width

192mm

Board Length

2265mm

Edging

4-sided Micro Bevel

Board Per Pack

5 Pieces

Pack Size

2.1744sqm

Grade

AC5

Environmental Rate

E0

VOC Low Emissions Prova Waterstop Laminate’s
VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) emission
are next to zero, making it a highly eco-friendly
flooring solution.

E0
Formaldehyde Emission Limit (mg/l)
Very low next to zero Formaldehyde Emission,
this product is suitable for young families with
this Emission level.
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2265mm

Latter Days

LF -2

Driftwood

LF -3

Avon River

LF -4

192mm

LF-1

LF-7

NEW

Towny Oak

LF-8

NEW

Smoked Grey

LF-9

NEW

Butter Oak
* All laminate floor matches stair noise and HDF scotias.

Blackbutt

LF -5
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Grey Cast Iron

LF -6

Spotted Gum
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Residential Wear Warranty

What is not covered?

All Prova Waterstop Laminate flooring is sold with a Lifetime residential wear
warranty from the date of purchase.

ingress from any source into the core or indentations.

Who is covered?

• Wear that may be directly associated with water or liquid damage from any source, moisture

• Wear that may be associated with improper installation or improper maintenance.

The original purchaser is covered. In the case that a builder or developer purchases the

• Damage, intentional or accidental, caused by water, abuse, misuse, stiletto heels, dragged

flooring, the occupant of the residential home 12 months after purchase of the flooring will be

objects, heavy furniture, sand, stones, castor wheels dropped items etc.

entitled to cover under this warranty, effective from the date of the initial purchase.
• Scratches or surface marks / stains.

What is covered?
This warranty covers wear through of the surface of the floor (show through of the HDF

• Labour charges associated with any rectification work. In some cases, reasonable labour

core) in a single area greater than 1cm2 within Lifetime. Prova Waterstop Laminate flooring

costs may be considered, at the sole discretion of the distributor's authorised representative.

installation instructions must be followed closely when installing your Prova waterstop
laminate floor and Prova Waterstop Laminate flooring care & maintenance guidelines should

• Any costs associated with any rectification work required other than the supply of new

be followed at all times after your flooring is installed. Installation instructions can be found

flooring and scotia beading if necessary. Re-painting, removal of fixture or furniture,

inside each pack of Prova flooring and care & maintenance guidelines can be obtained by

accommodation and any other cost is specifically excluded from this warranty.

contacting your Prova retailer (place of purchase) at any time.
• Of course, boards that are visibly faulty or deemed visually or structurally inappropriate prior
to installation should not be installed and are therefore also not covered by this or, to the
extent allowed by law, any other warranty.
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How to evoke a claim?

Acceptable Quality

To evoke a claim under this warranty, communication with the retailer that the flooring was

Prova Waterstop Laminate flooring is fit for use in internal environments/installations and

purchased from must be made. Proof of purchase will be required when contact with the

should not be used externally. Furthermore, Prova Waterstop Laminate flooring should not be

retailer is made. The retailer will then contact HTT Flooring Australia P/L or an authorized third

directly adhered to a subfloor and must be installed as a floating floor.

party to arrange an inspection of the flooring installed, shortly after which a determination

Prova Waterstop Laminate flooring should be installed in a 'laminate flooring friendly

will be made regarding the warranty claim. Only duly authorised representatives of the

environment' in which the area is occupied, protected from direct heat and sunlight and where

manufacturer / distributor can authorise a claim. If a claim is authorised, remedies will be

heating and cooling systems are in place and used to control the internal temperatures and

tailored to suit individual circumstances.

humidity.
Prova Waterstop Laminate flooring, should not be installed in wet areas including bathrooms,

Remedies can vary depending on the condition of the floor and warrantable area from full

toilets, areas or rooms where a floor waste (water drain) is present or required. Residential

floor replacement to the repair of individual boards. The remedy on each claim will be at the

kitchens are not considered as wet areas. Obviously, Prova Waterstop Laminate flooring

sole discretion of HTT Flooring. Should board replacement be necessary, new boards from the

should be installed as per the installation instructions and maintained in accordance with the

current batch will be supplied to replace or repair boards. This warranty is in addition to, and

care & maintenance guidelines.

has no impact on, statutory rights of any purchaser. Claims must be lodged by contacting the
retailer from where the flooring was purchased within 15 days of the problem being noticed.

Major Failure
Prova Waterstop Laminate flooring is resistant to chips, scratches, stains and wear but

Australian Consumer Law

not ‘proof’ in any respect (i.e. scratch proof) and reasonable care should be taken to avoid

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer

installed may occur. Prova Waterstop Laminate is made using High Density Fiberboard

Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any

in the core of the product and that wood-based material can be susceptible to seasonal

other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired

movement, creating small gaps between the joins of each board. Note that small gaps, gloss

or replaced if goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major

variation, scratches and chips are NOT considered as major failure. They are considered part

failure.

of purchasing a laminate floor. These definitions are not intended to reduce or diminish the

scratching chips & damage from occurring. In addition, some gloss variation between boards

statutory rights of any purchaser.
As the warranties for Prova Waterstop Laminate flooring deal only with the manufactured
goods, installation warranties should be sought from the installation company or individual
completing the installation.
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Address

1b / 42 Birnie Ave Lidcombe 2141

Phone

(02) 8322 8924

Email

sales@httflooring.com.au

Web

www.httflooring.com.au

